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Ingersoll, Jr., that provision be made for a legal remedy for third party
beneficiaries. The Judiciary.
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Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives in General
Court assembled and by the authority of the same, asfollows:

1 Whereas for a number of years, Massachusetts’ Third Party
2 Beneficiary Law which (in common with the Third Party Benefi-
-3 ciary Law of the state of Delaware) makes it virtually impossible to
4 enforce a contract through third party legal action, and has
5 resulted in widespread violation of employment contracts; breach
6 of trust (in violation of non-impairment of contracts provision of
7 Article 1 section 10 of the constitution of the United States);
8 violation of statute number 793 e volume 18 of the federal code
9 (espionage act of 1917); false billing of trustees in state banks in

10 violation of volume 18 chapter 31 of United States code, which
11 deals with embezzlement and theft of public records which includes
12 the disposal of vouchers of value to the United States; violation of
13 eminent domain laws covered by part the first Article X of the
14 constitution of the commonwealth of Massachusetts as well as
15 Article Vofarticles ofamendment of the constitution of the United
16 States; and finally patent fraud in violation of Article I section Bof
17 the United States constitution now let the Massachusetts Third
18 Party Beneficiaries Law be brought into conformity with the third
19 party beneficiaries laws of forty-eight of the other states by permit-
-30 ting third party beneficiaries to enforce contracts for their benefit
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21 through court action under which the third party (party C) could
22 file a petition calling upon party A (the donor or settlor of the
23 contract for party C’s benefit) and upon party B (the person or
24 group hired by party Ato perform the benefit for party C) to see
25 that the contract was performed in accordance with the provisions
26 of the agreement.
27 The net effect of the petition by the aggrieved third party would
28 be to have the court require party Ato see to it that party B would
29 faithfully perform the task which was assigned by the contract for
30 benefit of party C.
31 Many of the problems of this act and also the remedies for said
32 problems as supplied by other states (with the exception of Dela-
-33 ware) are discussed by the sections of Williston’s “Contracts"
34 which deal with third party beneficiaries laws.
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